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Executive Summary
The purpose of this deliverable is to present the Dissemination Plan, as well as provide a formal
planning and methodology to organize, attend and develop User Forums and events.
The primary Drive2theFuture professional stakeholder groups are namely the users and their
unions (riders, pedestrians, professional drivers, etc.) the industry, the research community, the
infrastructure and TMC operators, the authorities/municipalities, and the public sector, as being
further described in section 2.2.1. Contacts with stakeholders will be maintained through the
website, LinkedIn, Twitter, and regular news-flashes. Taking advantage of the creation of the User
Forum, all relevant stakeholder groups will be invited to attend key project events and
demonstrations, discussing Drive2theFuture activities and results from their specific perspectives
and gathering their feedback.
Furthermore, the project will link to other successful relevant projects (running and new) through
Concertation meetings and joint events where feasible (see also A9.5).
The clustering and liaising with other EC and international R&D projects, will take place here. At
first, a strategy for the work will be developed and supervised through A8.1 and then fulfilled in
this activity.
The project will follow Concertation workshops and events organized by the EC, as well as
organize own workshops and follow the ones of relevant projects in the area, that will act as
networking tools for the exchange of information and harmonization activities for road vehicle
automation R&D projects.
Furthermore, Drive2theFuture will seek from the very beginning to set up effective
communication channels with running R&D projects, MG3.3 projects as well as relevant
international projects. Participation in key conferences and events as described in Section 3.2
and supervised in D8.1 will also promote the clustering and liaising activities in the area.
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1. Introduction
D8.2: Drive2theFuture Dissemination Plan, User Forum and Events includes an extended version
of the dissemination plans developed in D8.1. Though the D8.2 more detailed information on the
plans is included, mainly the defined KPI’s for each dissemination action, along with planning for
the project User Forum and Events.

1.1. Intended audience
The dissemination level of D8.2 is public. Although it is primarily intended to be an internal guideline for
the appropriate management of the specific project, and for the WP leaders. It may also serve as a
reference guide for other European research projects management.

1.2. Interrelations
As this deliverable includes the overall detailed dissemination plan of the project, this means that is linked
to all the WP and activities developed by every partner of the consortium.
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2. Dissemination actions and plans
Since M2, the Project Branding along with the first Communication materials of the project have been
developed: a leaflet, Roll Up and poster. All those materials have been shared with all the consortium
members through the Drive2thefuture Dropbox.
The first project leaflet has been produced and already used in dissemination activities. It will be later
updated to reflect on the project progress.
Moreover, a roll-up and a poster have been produced, specifically designed for the project, to be used by
the partners in any dissemination occasion. Roll up and poster have the same content, but they will be
used in different spaces. Additionally, the designed poster has been prepared to be printed in three
different sizes, in order to better adapt its usage to different spaces:
•
•
•

70x100 cm
DIN A3
DINA4

A fundamental part of the dissemination plan are the face-to-face actions in forums and congresses
attended by the project partners as well as the direct communication to the different stakeholders.
In both cases, the contribution and help of each of the partners is essential, as it is a European project,
the actions will be carried out in any of the countries of the EU. In this, the contribution of all Consortium
members shall be essential, both in terms of informing the Dissemination Manager of upcoming events
of interest and of providing contacts of stakeholders that would be interested in the project.
To obtain this information, specific templates will be sent to the partners for their contributions.

2.1. Events and workshop presence
To have a general list of upcoming events where a Drive2theFuture a partner will be present in one way
or another, a template of events to which they will attend will be sent to the 31 partners. Once all the
responses are received, the Global Calendar will be designed to be updated with each new event attended
by
one
of
the
partners.
This
template
is
in
the
project
Dropbox
(List_of_activities_template_drive2thefuture).
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Table 1: Drive2theFuture list of activities

Before or after each event the partner should prepare a text with a photo to be able to post at LinkedIn
the results and achievements of the event and prepare a text to make a tweet on Twitter. To send the
necessary text and photographic material to the Dissemination Manager, the following Template has
been prepared. The template can be found at the project Dropbox (List of Social Media GLOBAL
ACTIVITY_template_drive2thefuture).

Table 2: Drive2theFuture Social Media Activity

November 2019
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2.2. Target stakeholders
Each project partner must contribute to building the list of stakeholders that are important to the
project. To be able to collect in a single list all the stakeholders, classified by type and country, a
template has been designed, which will be sent to the partners during the month of November 2019.
This stakeholder list should help de project to have the important people, companies, associations and
entities for the project.
Table 3: Drive2theFuture List of stakeholders
DRIVE2THE FUTURE - LIST OF STAKEHOLDERS

NAME Contact Person

SURNAME Contact
Person

November 2019
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EMAIL
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3. Scheduled and opportunistic communication
Drive2theFuture project is seeking to be visible and intends to share the knowledge generated and
promote its first results through the presence at workshops and events. Lively discussion with all
stakeholders and end users will be achieved by involving these in workshops, events and
demonstrations, either self-organized or convened by third parties.
The Advisory Board of the project will play a key role in facilitating the maximum outreach of such
activities. This chapter addresses the “how to disseminate” question.
Following will be detailed the different types of events or relationships where members of
Consortium could communicate activities or disseminate results of the Project.

3.1. Organization of Drive2theFuture events
Drive2theFuture project will organize several types of events, each type of event has different objectives.
The following explains in detail the different events that will be prepared by the Project:

3.1.1.

General Assemblies

During the 36 months of the project lifetime, Drive2theFuture team will organize 6 General Assembly
meetings with the attendance of all project partners (at least twice a year). The sessions will include
administrative and financial information and status of submitted project deliverables. WP leaders usually
present an update and the progress made from a technical perspective and feedback is received from
other project partners. In addition, after the kick off meeting, an additional day has been included in the
plenary meeting agenda to present intermediate results and discuss the following actions.
The most important and publishable information for each plenary meeting is disseminated through
Drive2theFuture communication channels such as Twitter account and project website.
Although these meetings are internal, they are a good opportunity to generate communication about the
project, since they are a good time to agree on messages and disseminate some results of the project.
Below are the General Assemblies that have been held:
•

1st General Assembly - Kick off meeting (Thessaloniki-Greece, 09/10 May 2019)
In this meeting the leaders of the 10 Work Packages presented the key points of every WP to all
members of the Consortium.
This event was not widely disseminated because there were no results nor were the communication
channels working yet.

•

2nd General Assembly (Karlsruhe-Germany, November 2019)
The meeting will be hosted by the Consortium Member FZI the 28-29 November 2019.

•

Next General Assemblies: to be scheduled in the future.
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3.1.2.

Technical workshops

Organization of project specific events and demos at national and pan-European levels, seeking
attendance by all relevant stakeholders’ group, including:
a)

b)
c)

d)

The 3 project workshops (in M10, focussing on Use Cases; M20 with the pilots in full operation and
M33 to disseminate the project results), as well as the organization of demos at selected events and
in some pilots.
Active participation in key relevant international and European conferences and industry exhibition
fairs.
Individual presentations/ discussions with major public and private stakeholders (whose selection
criteria and contributions to the project are specified in Table 6, page 179 Grant Agreement), and
round tables (to be organized in the course of the 3 project workshops), and participation in
Concertation Events organized by the Commission or the Consortium.
Scientific and industry wise publications and presentations in relevant journals/press.

3.2. Project Presentations at national / international events
Beyond the above-mentioned project events planned, there are other key relevant events where
Drive2theFuture could be visible. Technical and scientific conferences are excellent platforms to present
the project findings and engage the audience.
Project demonstrations are also foreseen in key European and International Congresses and Events, to
broadcast project developments to a wide expert audience. Drive2theFuture partners will apply for
speaking slots at important conferences in relevant technology areas.
The Consortium is also aware of the importance of showing the progress made in fairs and exhibitions
around Europe to obtain future customers’ attention and promote community building.
Where possible, the project will take advantage of partners’ or European Commission presence at
international or regional events. A set of presentation slides, relevant graphics and posters will be
prepared as necessary to support consortium partners in such activities.

3.2.1.

Events attended

3.2.1.1.

International Conference on Transportation Research- ICTR 20191:

The 9th International Conference on Transportation Research – ICTR 2019 took place in Athens on the 24th25th October 2019 in Athens, Greece. More than 150 participants attended the Conference, including
representatives from the academic, government and business sector of transport. Drive2theFuture was
presented in a poster by the project Coordinator, Ms Evangelia Gaitanidou of CERTH/HIT.

1

https://www.ictr.gr/
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Figure 1: The Drive2theFuture Coordinator presenting a poster about the project at ICTR 2019

3.2.1.2.

Forum for Mobility & Society2:

The Forum for Mobility and Society took place in Brussels, on 13th November 2019. The theme of the
Forum was “Connected and Automated Driving: What’s needed from the EU?”. It was attended by Carlo
Giro of IRU, representing the Drive2theFuture project. The public of the event was mainly Mobility
Stakeholders from the industry and civil society.

Figure 2: The Drive2theFuture presence in 2019 Forum for Mobility & Society

2

www.debatingmobility.eu
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3.2.2.

Examples of Events to be attended

Examples of targeted events but are limited to those listed in the following table:
Table 4: Indicative key events relevant to Drive2theFuture

Key relevant event

Drive2theFuture target groups present

Breizh transition, Quimper, France, 27 & 28
November 2019, www.breizh-transition.bzh/
TRA 2020, Helsinki, Finland, 26-30 April 2020
www.traconference.eu

Scientific Community; Other running projects, EU
& Associated Member Countries; General Public
Scientific Community; Other running projects,
Transversal associations; EU & Associated Member
Countries; Outside Europe Stakeholders
The Future of Transportation World Conference, Scientific Community; Other running projects,
Vienna 10-11 December 2019.
Transversal
2020 Dates & place still to be defined
associations; EU & Associated Member Countries;
Future of the Transportation Conference.
Outside Europe Stakeholders
www.thefutureoftransportconference.com/en/
2020 TRB Annual Meeting, Washington DC, Scientific Community; Other running projects;
January 2020
Transversal associations; EU & Associated Member
www.trb.org
Countries; Outside Europe Stakeholders
Smart City Expo World Congress 2020
Date & place still to be defined
www.smartcityexpo.com/en/home

Scientific Community; Other running projects;
Transversal associations; EU & Associated Member
Countries; Outside Europe Stakeholders; General
Public
Mobile World Congress Barcelona, Spain, Scientific Community; Other running projects;
February 2020
Transversal associations; EU & Associated Member
www.mobileworldcongress.com
Countries; Outside Europe Stakeholders; General
Public
Scientific Community; Other running projects;
ITS World, Los Angeles, 4-8 October 2020
Focusing on seamless mobility in an increasingly Transversal
complex world, ITS world congress 2020 is the associations; EU & Associated Member Countries
preeminent forum for professionals to build
systems addressing global transportation
challenges
https://www.itsworldcongress2020.com
ITS Europe, Lisbon 18-20 May 2020
Scientific Community; Other running projects;
the largest event entirely dedicated to smart Transversal
mobility and digitalisation of transport is associations; EU & Associated Member Countries
organised by ERTICO – ITS Europe.
https://itseuropeancongress.com/

Smart City Congress November 2020 Barcelona Europe and worldwide Stakeholders; General
world's leading event for cities, Smart City Expo Public
World Congress provides a unique meeting
point for the whole smart city ecosystem.
http://www.smartcityexpo.com/
3rd. International Urban Mobility Dialogue
November 2019

Governmental

representatives,

businessmen,
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Key relevant event

Drive2theFuture target groups present

UMD creates a very special and familiar academicians and public activists
atmosphere, to develop unusual thoughts,
discuss controversial opinions and constitute
new creative development steps together.
https://www.smarter-together.eu/events/2ndinternational-urban-mobility-dialogue

3.2.3.

Elements of dissemination actions

The dissemination actions will include the following elements:
• Organization of project specific events and demos on national and pan-European level, seeking
attendance by all relevant stakeholders’ groups (see Table 5). These include: the A5.6 Demonstration
& training pilots; the 3 project workshops, as well as the organization of demos at selected events
(indicative ones in Figure 2).
• Active participation in key relevant international and European conferences and industry exhibition
fairs.
• Individual presentations/ discussions with major public and private stakeholders, and round tables (to
be organized in the course of the 3 project workshops), and participation in Concertation Events
organized by the Commission or the Consortium.
• Scientific and industry wide publications and presentations in relevant journals/press.
The online dissemination material will remain accessible and continue to be updated even after the end
of the project, at least for a three years’ period. Drive2theFuture will organize own demo events (see
more in A8.1), but will also participate in other key relevant events, to diffuse its results. The key events
identified so far (the list will be updated/ extended throughout the project lifespan) are identified in Table
4.

3.2.4.

Relationship with other related projects

Clustering and liaising with other relevant RDI projects and other initiatives at European context will be
encouraged.
The project will cooperate with other successful related projects, seeking active cooperation when
feasible. This will enhance the efficient contribution of existing research to the Drive2theFuture project,
as many of the partners have been involved in such activities but will also invigorate the collaboration
with ongoing research activities such as ADAS&ME, BRAVE, InterAct, VIDAS, etc.

The projects with which Drive2theFuture will collaborate or will maintain contacts in will be:
•
•

ADAS&ME: Adaptive ADAS to support incapacitated drivers Mitigate Effectively risks through
tailor made HMI under automation. https://www.adasandme.com/
BRAVE: Brave project aims to promote an increased confidence in automated vehicles by the
society. http://www.brave-project.eu/
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•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

CARTRE: that is a Coordination and Support Action to accelerate development and
deployment of automated road transport by increasing market and policy certainties.
https://connectedautomateddriving.eu/about-us/cartre/
AUTOPILOT: The AUTOPILOT project will deploy, test and demonstrate IoT-based automated
services in five driving modes - urban driving, highway pilot, automated valet parking, real
time car sharing, and platooning - at several permanent pilot sites, in real traffic situations
https://autopilot-project.eu/
VIA-AUTONOM (AIT): Transport infrastructure and requirements for autonomous vehicles
https://www.ait.ac.at/en/research-topics/road-safety-accident-research/projects/viaautonom/
AVENUE: Autonomous Vehicles to Evolve to a New Urban Experience. https://h2020avenue.eu/
ASTRAIL: The ASTRail project will act to enhance the signaling and automation system by
searching innovative solutions. http://www.astrail.eu/home.aspx
IMAGinE: The IMAGinE (Intelligent Maneuver Automation – cooperative hazard avoidance in
real time) project is developing innovative driving assistance systems for cooperative driving
https://imagine-online.de/en/home/
TANGO: deals with the need imposed by this new context to design more flexible software
abstractions and improved system architectures to fully exploit the benefits of these
heterogeneous platforms and helps you code and use them in an optimized manner
http://www.tango-project.eu/
CoEXisT: is a European project (May 2017 – April 2020) which aims at preparing the transition
phase during which automated and conventional vehicles will co-exist on cities’ roads.
https://www.h2020-coexist.eu
SAFESTRIP: SAFE STRIP (SAFE and green Sensor Technologies for self-explaining and forgiving
Road Interactive applications) aims to introduce a disruptive technology that will embed C-ITS
applications into existing road infrastructure. http://safestrip.eu/
Interact: will be working towards the safe integration of AVs into mixed traffic environments.
https://www.interact-roadautomation.eu/
AUTODRIVE: advancing fail-aware fail-safe and fail-operational electronic components,
systems and architectures for highly and fully automated driving to make future mobility
safer, more efficient, affordable and end user acceptable https://autodrive-project.eu/
TrustVehicle: TrustVehicle aims at advancing technical solutions for automated driving to
better assess critical situations in mixed traffic scenarios and even under harsh environmental
conditions, hence increasing safety far beyond the current levels http://www.trustvehicle.eu
MEDIATOR: proposes an intelligent ‘mediating’ support system for road transport, enabling
safe, real-time switching between human driver and system. It will constantly evaluate driving
context, driver state and vehicle automation status, personalizing its technology to the
driver’s general competence https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/221844/factsheet/en

Most notably, within the framework of A9.5 “Concertation and project clustering actions, including pairing
with non-EU projects”, Drive2theFuture has initiated a cluster between the four projects that were funded
under the same call, namely: Drive2theFuture, PAsCAL, SUaaVE and Trustonomy. These projects share
some common topics to investigate on, such as the assessment of public acceptance of autonomous
driving; the analysis of the driver behaviour under different scenarios; the human/machine
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interconnections, and last - but absolutely not least - the investigation of ethical and legal issues
associated with drivers of autonomous vehicles.
Remote meetings have already been performed between the Coordinators of the four projects, planning
for common activities with primary focus on dissemination.

3.3. Role of Ambassadors and Users Forum
a) AV Ambassadors: Key opinion setters, such as famous scientists, artists, writers, athletes, bloggers
and influencers that will be attracted, to convey the positive image and benefits of AVs, draw
interest on project’s demonstrations and become multipliers of its training and other AV support
initiatives.
Every Partner of the Project must find people that could be Ambassador. This people must be
known in their country at least, much better if it is recognized all over Europe. The role of the
Ambassadors will be helpful during the last year of the project as their role is to help spread results.
We should have like 4 Ambassadors per cluster (in-vehicle professional, controllers, etc). For
example, in the case of ACASA we have easy contact car and motorbike pilots, some actors, famous
cookers, etc.
We would need at least 2 ambassadors per country involved in the project ns their “work” will be
developed the last 12 months of the project, they should help to spread results through their social
media, participating in promotional videos, etc.

b) User Forum: The User Forum will be a wide group of representatives of all key stakeholders that
will serve as major dissemination tool, within which all the developments and concepts of
Drive2theFuture will be analysed and discussed. Through them this development and concepts will
also be disseminated to relevant user groups, to the target audience at European level and beyond.
User clustering in Drive2theFuture addresses a great variety of user groups from all transportation
modes, focussing on the ones that are mostly affected by the deployment of automation within the
transportation system of tomorrow.
These include (not exclusively) AV “Drivers”/Pilots, Riders, Other traffic participants (non-equipped
vehicles), TMC operators, VRUs (including non-automated vehicles’ occupants), Rail drivers and
signallers, automated workboats operators, professional drone operators, all related stakeholders,
etc.
Drive2theFuture will address the needs of European citizens in two major HMI categories, namely
the automated vehicle-related HMI (in-vehicle and HMI towards surrounding traffic) and the HMI for
training and dissemination purposes, aiming to raise awareness and a realistic expectation of
automated vehicles performance.
User clustering in Drive2theFuture involves not only a categorisation of the possible affected user
(and stakeholders) groups, but also takes into account the transformation of the roles of each group
(e.g. with high levels of automation a VRU may be found in the role of the “driver”) as well as their
particular needs and preferences in terms of automation.
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The resulting clusters shall include (indicatively):
• In-vehicle professionals (air pilot, rail driver, truck/bus driver, ship pilot)
• Control centre operators (air controllers, TMC operator with AVs or driver fleet control, drone
operator, rail operator, etc)
• Experienced drivers (private air, experienced car driver)
• Future novice drivers (lack of driving skills due to automation)
• VRUs (both in the regular sense, i.e. People with Disabilities (PwD), elderly, etc., but also in a
broader sense, i.e. children’s parents, drivers of non-automated vehicles travelling in the same
traffic mix, etc.)
As explained in section 2.2 of this document it is essential all the partners contribution to have a complete
list of user and stakeholders to keep them informed. We will contact them and ask them to participate in
the specific users’ surveys that will be created during the lifetime of the project lifetime. It will have two
different parts: a static part for the continuous evaluation and a variable part to be able to add new
questions tailored to the AV developments and/or knowledge generated by the project.
The list of stakeholder template will be shared with the Consortium partners during the 2on General
Assembly. They will be asked to send it back with their country information contribution by the end of
January. We will need the following:
•
•
•
•
•

In vehicle professionals: 3 per partner and transport mode (93 contacts)
Control centre operators: at least 2 contacts per partner (62 contacts)
Experienced drivers: at least 2 per partner (62 contacts)
Future novice drivers: At least 1 per partner (31 contacts)
VRU’s: at least 3 per partner (93 contacts)

This distribution will lead us to achieve at least 341 contacts all over Europe, in the countries covered by
the Consortium.
To involve the Users to our project the most suitable way to do it is through each of the Consortium
Partners. Every partner will be responsible of approaching and contacting the users they have
suggested, because those users will recognize them as experts or potential experts in automated
transport. This point is very important to get their collaboration, to involve them in the steps of the
project we will need them.
During the Drive2theFuture project we will need to gather information regarding automation vehicles,
how users understand and accept it. To do so all the partners will have to agree on a common
questionnaire to be answered by our contacts. This questionnaire will be passed 3 times during the
lifetime of the project to see the evolution, also study or see if there are significant differences among
the countries involved.
The questionnaire will be shared with the contacts 3 times during the project, we suggest in M10, M21
and M33.

3.4. Target audience
In Table 5, the audience targeted by Drive2theFuture is presented, encompassing all stakeholders of the
value chain (that will be gathered in the user forum). It should be highlighted that communication, defined
as dual channel of information exchange, will on one hand provide information to the targeted audience,
November 2019
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but on the other hand will also seek for direct feedback that will be used for process and product
improvements.
Table 5: Target audience relevant to Drive2theFuture

Why them?
Professional drivers of AVs (buses, truck, taxi, train,
ships, drones)
• 50% of passenger vehicles sold in 2030
will be highly autonomous and 15% fully
autonomous [1]
• 90% of conventional cars could become
redundant by 2030 [2]
• Total km in length of automated metro
lines will grow from 789 km to over 2,300
km by 2025 [3]
• EU drone market will reach EUR10 billion
by 2035 and approximately EUR 15 billion
by 2050
• A significant shift in skills and jobs is
expected to follow the penetration of AVs.

Transport infrastructure operators (i.e. TMC operators,
automated PT fleet operators)
Transport infrastructure operators will need to support
dedicated and/or mixed flows and fleets of AVs.

Driving instructors
AVs’ penetration will bring loss of driving competencies
which remains essential as drivers may need to take
over control.

Non-automated vehicles’ drivers and passengers with
emphasis on VRUs.
• 64% of respondents expressed concern about
sharing the road with driverless cars.
• Safety issues between equipped and non-equipped
vehicles must be taken into consideration so as to
protect VRUs and contribute to their positive
opinion of sharing the streets with AVs.

November 2019

How?

A taxonomy of knowledge and skills required to operate
AVs will be developed, correlated to each transport
mode and automation level, as part of A1.6.
The appropriate HMI will be developed to meets the
anticipated needs of each transport professional group
(A1.4) (i.e. different for a passenger car driver and a
professional bus driver or ship pilot for the same
automation level) and his/her training needs; as well as
any other incentives or accompanying measures he/she
might need to accomplish the task. Approached mainly
through UITP and IRU.
Also, through relevant dissemination activities, such as
the project website and social media, the 3
Drive2theFuture Workshops, the UITP Global Public
Transport summit, etc.

Relevant measures, operational concept and training
schemes for TMC operators will be developed and
tested in the pilot of Rome, Italy. Also, through relevant
dissemination activities, such as the 3 Drive2theFuture
Workshops, the UITP Global Public Transport summit,
etc.
An AV Training programme for driving instructors will
be developed as part of A4.2, approached through IAM.
Also, through relevant dissemination activities, such as
the project website and social media, the 3
Drive2theFuture Workshops, etc.

Scientific Community; Other running projects;
transversal associations; EU & Associated member
Countries; Outside Europe stakeholders HMI concepts
and interaction principles will be developed and
comparatively evaluated among AVs and other (nonautomated) traffic participants, as part of A3.3 with
emphasis on those related to VRUs and cross-modal
interactions (i.e. coexistence of drones and automated
cars in an automated urban environment of the future).
Relevant concepts will be assessed in the Pilots from
the AV “driver”/operator and the rest traffic
participants’ point of view, using objective (i.e.
conspicuity matrices, reaction times) and subjective
(questionnaires, workload indexes) tools. Pilot testing
18
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Why them?

OEM’s and Tier-1 suppliers
Many experts & OEMs propose to directly introduce L4
vehicles as L3 automation (i.e. conditional handing over
the vehicle control to the driver) has the largest
requirements on HMI. User experience is key factor for
user acceptance, making it essential for industry to
identify user needs and wants. It is, therefore, important
to develop relevant AV HMI strategies while still allowing
for the “feel and touch” of individual OEMs and Tier1
suppliers.

Relevant Authorities
Different countries have reached different levels of
readiness to accept AVs and have set different levels of
policy frameworks [4]:
• The UN Convention on Road Traffic made an
amendment in 2016 to allow control of the vehicle to be
transferred to the car in real world usage, provided that
these systems can be overridden or disabled by the
driver.
• The German transport minister proposed a bill to
provide a legal framework for the use of autonomous
vehicles, aiming to put fully autonomous vehicles on an
equal legal footing to human drivers.
• The French government has recently given approval for
autonomous vehicles to be tested on public roads in the
country without special permits or restrictions.
• Along with Singapore, Netherlands is the most wellprepared country in the EU to accept AVs in terms of
policy and legislation.
• The UK proposed a Modern Transport Bill to change
insurance rules and the Highway Code. The regulatory
focus thus far has been on enabling testing of
autonomous vehicles and providing guidelines for the
development of autonomous vehicles.
General Public
• 58% of EU citizens are willing to take a ride in a
driverless vehicle.
• Research results indicate that the driving experience
increased trust in automation.
• Globally, 62% are willing to pay more than $5K extra
November 2019

How?
in real road conditions e.g. in Brussels, Belgium and
Vienna, Austria. Also, through relevant dissemination
activities, such as the project website and social media,
the 3 Drive2theFuture Workshops, the AV
Ambassadors, etc.
A European statement of Principles (ESoP) on HMI for
AVs will be developed – as a revision of the original
ESoP for ADAS in A6.6. It will be further enriched by
best practices widened for all transport modes and by
pilot results on optimal HMI for L3 and L4 and relevant
user preferences per user group. Approached mainly
through EUCAR, CLEPA and the Transportation
Platform.
Also, through relevant dissemination activities, such as
the project website and social media, the 3
Drive2theFuture Workshops, the ITS 2020 Congress, the
19th ITS European Congress, The Future of
Transportation World Conference 2019 and 2020, the
Autonomous vehicle technology expo 2019 and 2020,
etc.
The development of a European statement of Principles
(ESoP) on HMIs for AVs (A6.6) will help policy makers
assess and certify industry partners according to the
ESoP framework. Further to that and within A8.6, a
roadmap will be developed to determine the actual
deployment of automation with maximum acceptance
from the users. This will be achieved by identifying the
activities and actions that could foster and speed up
this process so as to set the appropriate guidelines and
policy recommendations. Approached through EC
(3DGs) and TRAN Committee of European Parliament.
Also, through relevant dissemination activities, such as
the project website and social media, the 3
Drive2theFuture Workshops, The Future of
transportation World Conference 2019, the UITP Global
Public Transport summit, the Smart City Expo World
Congress 2019, etc.

Approached mainly through FIA club and through
events including demos and training directly involving
2000 users and also through relevant promotional
video, social media
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Why them?
for a self-driving car.
• People are becoming convinced that travelling with
autonomous vehicles is safe, with the acceptance rate
going from 45% to 72% in Germany and from 37% to 65%
in
France (in just one year!) [5]

November 2019

How?
campaigns, TV presentations etc. as part of A8.1.
Also, through relevant dissemination activities, such as
the project website and social media, the 3
Drive2theFuture Workshops, the AV Ambassadors, etc.
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4. Dissemination materials status
The first dissemination materials have been created between M5 and M6. So far, three materials have
been developed, which are necessary to attend events and presentations: ppt presentation of the project,
developed by CERTH HIT, leaflet of the project (initial, not final version, as pilot changes are expected)
and Roll Up.

4.1. Drive2theFuture General Presentation (ppt)
The ppt presentation is intended to be used by all partners for their contact with the different
stakeholders (attached in Annex I). The presentation consists of 17 slides covering 4 aspects of the project
•
•
•

General information: explaining the timing of the project and who is part of the Consortium.
Project Concept: explaining the mission of the project, its aims and research areas
Project implementation: including the work plan, the methodology to be used, the location and
the pilots that are going to be performed.
Results: explaining which is our audience and the results intended to be achieved with the
project

•

Figure 3: Drive2theFuture General presentation (ppt)

4.2. Drive2theFuture leaflet
A three-page leaflet has been designed, to be able to include the most relevant information on the
project. The sections included are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Objectives of the Project
Pilots planned (12)
Methodology
Main results and imparts expected
Consortium Members
Contact and Social Media info

November 2019
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The designed leaflet is a first version that will have to be updated following the project evolution. The
number of leaflets to be printed will depend on the amount considered as necessary following the
requests made by the members of the Consortium.
Attached is an image of the leaflet. Annex II includes an image in a suitable size to read the content.

Figure 4: Drive2theFuture leaflet

4.3.

Drive2theFuture Roll Up

Following the design guidelines of the approved leaflet, a Roll Up was designed with the main aim of
becoming an element with a larger visibility at the events attended by the members of the
Drive2theFuture Consortium with a stand or a specific space. The attendance to events is considered as
an activity to help us make known the advances of the project to stakeholders attending the event.
In addition to having the Roll Up at the events, the leaflet of the project can be handed out to all those
interested. See complete image in Annex III.

November 2019
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Figure 5: Drive2theFuture Roll Up

4.4.

Drive2theFuture poster

A poster which content will follow the one displayed at the Roll Up is being designed. It will be prepared
in different measures to facilitate its usage in different events or places, DINA4, DINA3 and others to be
defined following partners needs.
Attached is an image of the poster (Annex IV).

Figure 6: Drive2theFuture poster

4.5. Online and Social Media Channels
The official website of the project went online in early August 2019 and social channels have been opened
in Twitter and LinkedIn.
November 2019
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The activity in those channels will start in November, which is when the members of the Consortium will
have started to make presentations or to have a presence at events. The first one attended by IRU the
13th of November 2019.

4.5.1.

Official website

www.drive2thefuture.eu
The project website is operational since August 2019 and is continuously been updated with project
findings and news. As reported in D8.1 the look and feel is as follows.

Figure 7: Drive2theFuture website homepage

In the Deliverables’ section, all approved Public Deliverables have been uploaded, namely:
•
•
•
•

D8.1: Project Dissemination Material
D9.1: Drive2theFuture Project Presentation
D9.2: Drive2theFuture Quality Assurance Plan
D9.4: Data Management Plan
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Figure 8: Drive2theFuture dissemination website section

In the News section, information and pictures from the Project Kick-Off meeting have been included.

Figure 9: Drive2theFuture News & Events website section

It is very important to keep track of the activity on the web, or it has defined some objective KPIs to
measure the success of this communication channel. In the following figure you can see the target marked
for the most common KPIs.
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Table 6: Drive2theFuture website KPI’s

WEBSITE KPI's

WEBSITE activity and Criteria (KPI's)

Visitors

YEAR 1

40/month

News published

4.5.2.

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

60/month
4

90/month
6

9

Newsletter

The website already offers the option to subscribe to the newsletter.
The newsletter will be issued at least 2 times per year, during the project, with the first issue due by the
end of 2019. WP8 partners, together with the Project Management Team, will discuss the desired
structure and content. The newsletters will contain the following features:
• An “Editorial” as first item.
• Three main news and information about the pilots results or developments, if necessary
• A “News” section featuring all latest news, achievements, meetings, events related to Drive2theFurure
since the last issue.

4.5.3.

Twitter
https://twitter.com/Drive2future

The channel is open and ready to start activity in November 2019. From then on, we will have to make a
tweet at least every 15 days (i.e. twice a month). The second tweet has been issued to present the
presence of IRU to the “Forum for Mobility and Society” on 13 November 2019 in Brussels. Also, relevant
tweets made by the Consortium members (or other followers) including the @Drive2Future mention, shall
be retweeted upon checking their relevance to the project and its aims.

Figure 10: Drive2theFuture twitter account look and feel
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Figure 11: IRU Tweet for the attendance at “Forum for Mobility and Society”

Every time a tweet is posted we will include (at least) the following #Hastags: #drive2thefuture, #D2F,
#Drivetothefuture @EU_H2020, #FutureofEurope, #EUTransportResearch, #H2020Transport, @inea_eu,
@EU_Commission

4.5.1.

LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/company/drive2thefuture/

The channel is open and ready to start activity in November 2019. From then on, we will have to make a
post every 15 day twice a month. Fort the first post, we will take the chance that IRU projects will be
attending the “Forum for Mobility and Society” on 13 November 2019.
We will make a later post on the advances of the 2nd General Assembly. For the moment we have 71
followers.
It is very important to keep track of the activity on the LinkedIn user. In the following figure you can see
the target marked for the most common KPIs.
Table 7: Drive2theFuture LinkedIn KPI’s

LINKEDIN KPI's

WEBSITE activity and Criteria (KPI's)

November 2019

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

New Members

90

120

200

News published

12

18
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5. Conclusions
D8.2, “Project Dissemination Plan, User Forum and Events” for Drive2theFuture presents further detailed
information regarding the Dissemination plan already developed on D8.1. In this deliverable we have
updated all the Dissemination materials seen in D8.1, as well as the General Project Presentation.
D8.2 includes a proposal on scheduled events to attend and detailed information of clusters, stakeholders
and User Forum (description, total quantity objective, engagement proposal, etc.) We have also included
the events attender so far and photographs of them.
Any updates of the Dissemination material and new released tools throughout the project duration, as
well as the overall Dissemination Strategy of Drive2theFuture, shall be included in the subsequent D8.2
revisions (D8.7 and D8.8)
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Annexes
Annex I
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Project General Presentation (ppt)
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Annex II
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Leaflet (version 1)
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Annex III Roll Up
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Annex IV Poster
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